UN METODO ATTRAVERSO I NOSTRI LIBRI…

Easy English for you
It is a set of four books whose objective is to enable students in the lower
grades to understands and communicate in English, with confidence, up to Level
B1 of the Common European Framework.
Each of the first three books included in the Initial Stage is dedicated to a single
exam only and is distinct from the others in the series. Each level helps young
students using questions that not only recall and reinforce prior knowledge, but
also teaches new appropriate skills, structures and strict criteria as stated by the
Trinity syllabus.
The Fourth book, however, demonstrates a wider panorama on and above
that needed from the Elementary Stage.
“Grade 4 and Steps Beyond” is directed at teenagers. It is intended not only to
provide the means by which students can recall their previous knowledge of
English, but also to stimulate them to attain higher levels in their spontaneous
conversation, augment their interest in various topics and to assist in their
appreciation of the syntactic elements of English, a language enriched by an ever
growing use of new words and phrases.
The reading and, in particular, the questions, that form the true structural
base of the book, provide a higher knowledge of grammar driving the young
students towards new concepts and interests helping them to acquire new and
varied words, expressions and phrases.
Finally, the students will observe that the illustrations introducing the units
in the Fourth book are identical to those they have already met and discussed in
Book 3, but presented with an enriched and particularly sensitive text. It is
anticipated that this will not only help them to recall what they have covered
previously but will also assist the older students to address more confidently their
own psychology and feelings with regard to the various topics.
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